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Abstract: Bacteria-based self-healing concrete has received more and more attention from researchers due to 
its great potential to reduce the high maintenance and repair cost of concrete inffastructure. The principle of a 
bacteria-based self-healing is that carbonate precipitating bacteria and relevant bio-agents, including bacterial 
nutriënt and precipitation precursors, are pre-added into the concrete during the mixing process. Upon cracking, 
the bacteria in the crack zone would be activated and precipitate CaCCb to heal the cracks in situ. Since bacterial 
CaCOs is the main crack sealing material in a bacteria-based self-healing system, the sealing efficiency depends 
on the amount of bacterial CaCOs, which is greatly influenced by the amount of embedded bio-agents. 
Theoretically, the more bio-agents are added, the more precipitation can be formed. However, it was found in 
our previous research that the addition of organic compounds and bacterial carriers often caused negative effect 
on the mechanical properties of the cementitious matrix. Except for mechanical properties, durability is another 
important issue which cannot be ignored. The purpose of this study is to investigate the influence of bio-agents 
on the durability of the mortar specimens; and to obtain optimal dosages of the bio-agents in a cementitious 
matrix by considering mechanical properties, durability and potential healing efficiency.
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